
 
 

 
 
 

 
OCL Remix to take place on HMS Belfast  
 
The three day immersive workshop will take place on HMS Belfast from 26-28 May, welcoming 
communities to develop innovative ideas to ‘remix the ship’ 
 
IWM is welcoming the Open Community Lab (OCL) on board HMS Belfast in May, to give technologists, 
designers, marketers, historians, curators and programmers a chance to develop innovative ideas to shape 
the future visitor experience of HMS Belfast. 
 
Over the three day period, OCL will work with different communities to create a living lab on board this 
historic Second World War ship, creating ideas for a networked museum in touch with its communities. 
 
OCL are looking for people with the following skills to come on board and take part in this project: 

 Developers - coders, software hacker 

 Graphic Designers - designer, designer object, sound designer 

 Content experts - curator, historian 

 Cultural mediators - host, link with visitors in physical space 

 Communicators - social media, blogger, Journalist 
 
Diane Lees, Director General, Imperial War Museums, says 
“We’re very pleased to be collaborating with the Open Community Lab on this exciting project to shape the 
future visitor experience on HMS Belfast. The ship has such a fascinating history, and by working with OCL 
we hope to develop new ways of engaging with communities to tell the powerful stories of HMS Belfast and 
her crew.” 
 
Mar Dixon, Open Community Lab, says  
"OCL are committed to bringing together all sectors to create innovative and engaging ideas that will 
enhance visitors’ experiences, and we are very proud to be bringing our ground breaking approach to the 
historic HMS Belfast our first OCL event in London. Let's #RemixTheShip!" 
 
If you would like to take part in the OCL Remix on HMS Belfast, you can find out more information and 
register here: 
http://opencommunitylab.co.uk/  
 
Participants will be asked to pay £75 towards their food and they have to pay for their own transport and 
accommodation. OCL will help everyone find accommodation for those involved in the project.  
 
Participants will work 8am-11pm each day, and applicants need to be aged 18+. 
 
About Open Community Lab (OCL) 
Open Community Lab (OCL) is a community of experts in their field who offer an intervention to areas where 
there is a customer experience. Recent projects have included museum displays and the ambition is to also 
work with health sector and projects involving young people. 
 
The community is composed of technologists, designers, marketers, historians, curators, programmers and 
project specialists. They are experienced in their fields and each event involves a different team make up 
ensuring innovative ideas and free thinking in high tech products or low tech craftwork. 
 

http://opencommunitylab.co.uk/
http://www.iwm.org.uk/visits/hms-belfast
http://opencommunitylab.co.uk/


HMS Belfast  
HMS Belfast is the most significant surviving Second World War Royal Navy warship, with a history that 
extends to the Arctic Convoys, D-Day, the Cold War, Korea and beyond. Moored on the River Thames 
between London Bridge and Tower Bridge, HMS Belfast tells the story of life on board and explores how war 
affects and impacts on the morale, resilience and determination of a ship’s community. We take visitors on a 
journey though the ship’s nine decks and show them what life was like for the 950 strong crew, through the 
real life stories of the people who served on her. 
 
Open Daily: Last entry an hour before closing. (Closed 24 – 26 December)  
Summer Hours: 10am – 6pm (1 March2017 – 31 October 2017).  
Admission*: £16 Adults; £12.80 Concessions (Senior, Student, Disabled); £8 Child (5- 16); Free Child (under 
5); Family tickets available; Special rates for groups of ten plus.  
 
HMS Belfast, The Queen’s Walk, London, SE1 2JH 
T: +44 (0)20 7940 6300 
E: hmsbelfast@iwm.org.uk  
iwm.org.uk / @I_W_M / www.facebook.com/hmsbelfast  
 
* Please note entry prices include a voluntary donation, making a valuable contribution to the care and 
conservation of this historic site 
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IWM  
IWM (Imperial War Museums) tells the story of people who have lived, fought and died in conflicts involving 
Britain and the Commonwealth since the First World War. 
 
Our unique Collections, made up of the everyday and the exceptional, reveal stories of people, places, ideas 
and events. Using these, we tell vivid personal stories and create powerful physical experiences across our 
five museums that reflect the realities of war as both a destructive and creative force. We challenge people to 
look at conflict from different perspectives, enriching their understanding of the causes, course and 
consequences of war and its impact on people’s lives. 
 
IWM’s five branches which attract over 2 million visitors each year are IWM London, IWM’s flagship branch 
that recently transformed with new, permanent and free First World War Galleries alongside new displays 
across the iconic Atrium to mark the Centenary of the First World War; IWM North, housed in an iconic 
award-winning building designed by Daniel Libeskind; IWM Duxford, a world renowned aviation museum 
and Britain's best preserved wartime airfield; Churchill War Rooms, housed in Churchill’s secret 
headquarters below Whitehall; and the Second World War cruiser HMS Belfast.  
 
IWM Centenary 
2017 marks Imperial War Museums (IWM) centenary. IWM was established while the 
First World War was still being fought. Since its establishment people have entrusted 
IWM with their stories of war from 1917 to the present day, in the knowledge it will 
continue to share these stories with future generations. IWM will commemorate its 100 
years through a centenary of stories from its rich collections across its five branches 
(IWM London, IWM North, IWM Duxford, Churchill War Rooms and HMS Belfast).  

 
First World War Centenary 
2014 - 2018 marks the centenary of the First World War, a landmark anniversary for Britain 
and the world. IWM is marking the centenary by leading a vibrant, four year programme of 
cultural activities across the world. For more information visit www.1914.org 
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